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-4- Proceed to the left until the "dimension of flaw" axis is reached, and read off the indicated flaw dimension for the chosen number of cycles of loading. For the 'initial flaw length", a quantity measurable by NDE, the value is 2.8".
The significance of this "initial flaw length", (2c), of 2.80" is that after 400 applications of a tensile stress of 11.6 ksi, rapid failure will occur. Proceeding in a similar manner with the computed information summarized in Figs. B1-B3, the information in Tables 3-4 was generated. Considering Table 3 first, it is seen that initial sutface flaw-lengths on the order of 1.88" to 3.40" will cause failure in 200-400 cycles, a typical year's worth of operation. For a 30 year usage period, hereafter referred to as "a lifetime", initial surface flaw-lengths to cause failure drop to the order of 1.27-2.75".
Consider Table 4 , wherein is summarized the number of loading-cycles needed to grow a small flaw, one with initial surface-length of 0.25", to sizes great enough to cause structural-failure of the lower flange. The initial surface-length value of 0.25" was chosen on the basis of it being the largest length flaw that might not be detected by common NDE methods, such as magnetic-particle inspection or dye-penetrant methods, during periodic inspection of the cranes (Ref . 1 For the "characteristic flaw-dimension" was chosen the length of the crack, 2c, as shown in Figure 2C . Crack-length was chosen because it is a parameter that can readily be measured at the beginning of operation ("initial flaw-length"), or at any time in the operational lives of the cranes up to the onset of rapid fracture ("final flawIength"). In Table 5 is summarized the initial flaw-length values obtained from analyses conducted using actual stress-components, hereafter described as the "actual case", and initial flaw length values obtained from analyses conducted using the Von Mises stresses, hereafter described as the "conservative case." Substituting these values of "initial flaw-length" into Eqn. 5 produced the array of "margins of conservatism" values presented in the far-right side of Table 5 . Proceeding in a similar manner, the "margins of conservatism" array, based on "final flaw length" as the characteristic flaw-dimension was generated, and is presented in Table 6 .
-5-Considering the "margin of conservatism" values based on "initial flaw length", the following trends can be obtained from an examination of Considering the "margin of conservatism" values based on "final flaw length", or flawIength at which rapid fracture would occur, the following trends can be obtained from an examination of Table 6: 1. 
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